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We have more than 110
cars in our car park
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Daily from 8:55 to 18:05

Booking from the website 24/7
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Tips



How to Choose the Right Car for Your Prague Trip
[image: ]
Are you planning a trip to Prague and thinking about renting a car to explore the city and its surroundings? If so, it's important to choose the right car for your needs. Prague, the capital city of the Czech Republic, is a popular tourist destination known for its stunning architecture, rich history, and vibrant culture. Renting a car will give you the freedom to explore the city and its surrounding areas at your own pace, but choosing the right car can be a daunting task. In this blog post, we'll share some tips on how to choose the right car for your Prague trip.





Best Christmas markets in Central Europe for 2022
[image: ]
European cities begin to actively prepare for Christmas as soon as November comes. Windows and house facades are decorated with wreaths, garlands, and spruce branches, and in the evenings' thousands of lights light up on the streets. On the squares, under the shadow of Christmas trees, small pavilions with souvenirs, gifts, toys, and treats are lined up. Aromas of mulled wine, chocolate, caramel, and gingerbread are already in the air...

















Your opinion is priceless

We are proud of our customers and honest reviews of our work! 
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Glacies Eternelles s.r.o.

Car rental Prague

Pobřežní 311/1, Hilton Hotel
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Request a call
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Request a call





Name




After the call, we will send an individual offer at the specified e-mail address! 
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Leave a query
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E-mail




Message







We have special offer In case of the booking more than 30 days.
















Order cars 
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E-mail




Message







We have special offer In case of the booking more than 30 days.
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